Directions to get to the NW079 Copy Center

From the Basement Floor:

- Follow the signs in the Middle Level of the Garage Entrance behind the UWMC that say “Hospital”
  - Go inside the door and head all the way to the end of the hallway
  - Pass through the automatically opening doors
  - Turn left at the first major hallway
  - Keep going straight, past the BB elevators until you see room NW079 on the right

From the 1st Floor:

- AA Docks Entrance
  - Go up the ramp on the docks and turn right
  - Go through the automatically opening doors
  - Turn left at first major hallway
  - Go straight and stop at the BB elevators
  - Take BB Elevators down to the basement - floor “B”
  - Turn right from the elevators and head toward room NW079 on the right

- From Health Sciences Express Entrance near the Glades Sculpture
  - Go into the Entrance near the Cascade elevators (brick flooring)
  - Go through the door in the left corner
  - Turn right and go down the hallway
  - Follow all the signs on the ceiling that point toward the “Plaza Café”
  - Walk past the Plaza Café about 100 feet
  - On the left is the BB elevators
  - Take BB Elevators down to the basement - floor “B”
  - Turn right from the elevators and head toward room NW079 on the right

From the 3rd Floor:

- A-Wing Entrance
  - Go to the back of the lobby where you see the main hallway going left or right
  - Turn left down the main hallway
  - Go straight and stop at the BB elevators
  - Take BB Elevators down to the basement - floor “B”
  - Turn right from the elevators and head toward room NW079 on the right

- BB Entrance
  - Take BB Elevators down to the basement - floor “B”
  - Turn right from the elevators and head toward room NW079 on the right

- Hospital Main Entrance
  - Turn right at the information desk
  - Go straight until a dead end at Pacific Elevators
  - Take a slight left at Pacific Elevators, then right again
  - Continue down the hallway
  - Take BB Elevators down to the basement - floor “B”
  - Turn right from the elevators and head toward room NW079 on the right
From the 4th Floor:

- 4th Floor Bridge Entrance
  - Go straight to a dead end
  - Turn left and head toward School of Public Health wall
  - Turn right
  - Turn left at the first major hallway
  - Keep walking to the RR wing (BB elevators are right there)
  - Take BB Elevators down to the basement - floor “B”
  - Turn right from the elevators and head toward room NW079 on the right